Fine Diner & Proud Cloud
Potter Class:
Fine diner:uMollie Stocker for always being sensible in
the dining room.
Proud cloud: Rufus Lane for fantastic effort in all areas
of the curriculum.
Kipling Class:
Fine diner: Emily Oliviere for always being sensible in
the dining room.
Proud cloud: Santi Sanchez Dominguez for great
progress in reading.

IMPORTANT
Please ensure you have filled in the ‘Annual
Parental Consent Form’
This will enable us to take children out on local
trips in the future.

Things to remember
Feeling Good week is next week.

Mrs Wong, Mrs Haines and Mrs Moss
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Wet Weather
Children will be expected to go outside in ‘light
rain’ during break and lunchtimes.
To make sure that your child is able to get fresh
air and a run around please could you make
sure they have suitable wet weather clothing in
school.

Handwriting

What a great week!
In maths this week the children have been
learning how to subtract using 2 and 3 digit
numbers mentally. They have been working
really hard at speeding up their mental recall of
these calculations.
In English the children have started to plan
their own adventure story. They have thought
about their own characters and the problem
that they’ll face. We are really excited to read
them.

We are teaching the children the cursive script
in school. If children are ready, they are now
being taught to join some letters. On the back
of this newsletter is a copy of our cursive script
so that you can reinforce this at home. As you
can see very letter starts on the line with a ‘tail
in’ and finishes with a ‘tail out’ (ready for
joining). All letters should be in proportion to
each other with clear ascenders (tall lines e.g. l,
t, k, b, d, h, f) and descenders (lines that go
below e.g. p, q, g, y, f, j).

A Time to Shine

In science we have been looking at different
types of rocks and their properties. The
children have sorted the rocks and learnt about
how they are formed.

NEXT WEEK’S TIME TO SHINE IS FOR:

In History they have completed their research
of the 3 eras of The Stone Age and created a
leaflet about them.

Kipling class: Sheer Khan group

Potter class: Foxes group

